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What is the FSA?
• The Florida Standards Assessment (FSA) is an authentic assessment that 

includes more than just multiple-choice questions. 

• Prepares Florida students for success in college, career, and in life by 
emphasizing analytical thinking.

• Measures student mastery of the standards taught.

• Meets high quality standards for assessment, including reliability and validity for 
a variety of accountability purposes. 

• Emphasizes critical thinking.



Why the FSA is So Important!

• The FSA is the assessment Florida uses for student accountability and school 
accountability. The FSA measures student performance in grades 3-10 in Math, 
Reading (includes writing), and Science (FCAT). School grades are also determined 
largely by FSA scores. 

• It’s #1 PROMOTION criteria.  

• Any third grader who scores a Level 1 in Reading on the FSA must be retained. 
Parents of students who are identified as being in danger of scoring Level 1 are 
notified by the schools in advance.

• Fourth grade scores are used to determine placement in middle school magnet 
programs.  They are looking for level 3’s and higher.



The Florida Standards
LAST FSA ever! 

LAFS/MAFS vs BEST 
BEST stands for Benchmarks for Excellent Student Thinking. These are new educational 

standards for mathematics and language arts designed to replace the standards based on 
Common Core. It was unanimously approved by the Florida Board of Education and published in 

February 2020. The Language Arts curriculum based on the BEST standards will be 
implemented in the coming 2021-2022 school year, with math taking effect next year. By 2022-

2023, the Department of Education expects that the standards will be fully implemented, 
including assessments.



When is the FSA?

**The FCAT Science measures student success with the Next Generation 
Sunshine State Standards (NGSSS) and includes assessments in grades 5.

April:
Gr. 3 ELA:  April 5th and 6th

Gr. 4 and 5 Writing:  April 5th

*Make-ups through April 14th

May:
Gr. 4 and 5 Reading:  May 4th and 5th

Gr. 3, 4, and 5 Math:  May 10th and 11th

*Make-ups for Reading and Math through May 13th

**Gr. 5 Science:  May 17th and 18th

*Make-ups for Science through May 20th



FSA Achievement Levels 
The success a student has achieved with the Florida Standards will be 

assessed by FSA ELA and Mathematics assessments and is described by 
Achievement Levels that range from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest).                      

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Inadequ
ate: 
Highly 
likely to 
need 
substant
ial 
support 
for the 
next 
grade 

Below 
Satisfactory: 
Likely to need 
substantial 
support for the 
next grade 

support for the 
next grade 

Satisfactory: 
May need 
additional 

Proficient: 
Likely to excel in 
the next grade 

Mastery: 
Highly likely to 
excel in the next 
grade 



Stamina Needed!
Reading is thinking.  Students need to stay focused and think 

about what they are reading!



Why Stamina is Needed… 
All tests are timed!
ELA FSA Reading (separate from Writing)- Grades 3, 4, and 5

Two 80 minute sessions, short stretch break at 40 minutes
Two days

Writing – Grades 4 and 5
120 minutes
One day

Mathematics- Grades 3, 4, and 5
Two 80 minute sessions, short stretch break at 40 minutes
Two days

Science- Grade 5
Two 80 minute sessions, short stretch break at 40 minutes
Two days
*Select students with IEPS and 504 Plans not timed





Teaching the Florida Standards Daily

Differentiated Instruction to meet the needs of 
individual strengths and weaknesses.

Modeling and sharing activities to practice the 
skills and question types on the test.

Usage of websites like iReady 

What Are WE Doing to Help Prepare Your Child?



Become Familiar with the FSA or



Florida Standards 
Assessment Format

o All FSAs are paper based – no computer!
o Students can underline and take notes directly 

in their testing booklets. 



Number of Words Per Page
The length and complexity of texts varies within each grade-level assessment. The table below 

suggests an approximate word count range for a text or text set. 

Grade Number of 
Words

3 100-700 

4 100-900 

5 200-1000 



FSA Question Types

English Language Arts
•Multiple-Choice Items
•MultiSelect 
• Selectable Text
• Editing Task Choice
• Evidence-Based Selected 
Response (EBSR)
•Table Match
•Multimedia

Math
•Multiple-Choice items
•Equation Editor/Gridded 
Response
•Editing Task Choice
•Selectable Hot Text
•Multiselect
•Matching



Texts That Can be on 
the Assessment…Informational Text 50%

Primary Sources/Nonfiction

• Historical documents (e.g., Bill of Rights) /Essays (e.g 
informational, persuasive, analytical, historical, scientific) 
/Letters, journals, diaries 

Secondary Sources/Nonfiction

• Magazine articles/ Newspaper articles/ Editorials/ 
Encyclopedia articles 

Functional Materials 

• Consumer documents (e.g., warranties, manuals, 
contracts, applications) / Embedded in text (e.g., tables, 
charts, maps, graphs, illustrations, photographs, captions, 
text boxes) /How-to articles • Brochures, fliers • Schedules 
• Website pages Literary 

Nonfiction

• Biographical and autobiographical sketches • Diaries, 
memoirs, journals, letters • Essays (e.g., personal and 
classical narratives) • Critiques

Literary Texts. 50%
Literary Fiction

• Short stories

• Poetry 
• Historical fiction 

• Fables • Folk tales, tall tales • 
Legends • Myths • Drama

• Fantasy
• Excerpts from longer works



Good Strategies
Preview the set of questions.
Read the text twice, carefully. (Don’t forget captions.)
Omit the wrong answers. (x or ?  at the end of the answer choices.  Do not cross out the letter choice.)
Verify your answers with proof.
Explain your answers using evidence.

Infer using prior knowledge and clues.
Test your answer. (Is it logical?)



Possible Reading/Writing Topics



Passage example…



Sample Question Format for 
Reading Assessment

Multiple Choice Items

For these items, choose the best answer from the 
answer choices, and fill in one bubble for the correct 

answer



Editing Task Choice



Selectable Text
Excerpted sentences from the text are presented in this item 
type. These items may have one or two parts. In a two-part 
selectable text item, Part A might ask the student to make an 
analysis or an inference, and Part B might require the student 

to select the text to support the answer in Part A. 



Evidence-Based Selected Response 
(EBSR)

In this two-part item, the student is directed 
to select the correct answers from Part A 

and Part B. Typically Part A is multiple-choice, 
whereas Part B may be either multiple-choice 
or multiselect. Part A often asks the student 
to make an analysis or an inference, and Part 

B requires the student to use the text to 
support the answer in PartA. 



Table Match
This item type presents options in 
columns and rows. Options may 

include words, phrases, sentences, 
quotations, line/paragraph/passage 
numbers, or images. The student is 

directed to select a box that 
matches a correct option from a 

column with a correct option from 
a row. Typically, there is only one 
correct option per row or column, 

though the number of correct 
answers may vary..



Some Math Humor
Expectations vs. Reality





*Sites like Reflex Math and flashcards really benefit fluency



o All students will have a work folder in which to “work-out” problems.
o Questions that require rulers/protractors will have the tool 

embedded in the question.  
o Practice problems where the item being measured does not sit 

on the ruler at 0!

More About Math



Tips for acing FSA Math 
• Ask students to show their work.  

• Students should closely read all word problems to 
better understand the task.

• Students should underline or circle key words and 
numbers in words problems. 

• Help students follow these steps:

• What I need to find?

• What information do I need to use?

• How will I use the information?

• Solve the problem (might be two steps)





Example FSA Math Questions
Multiple Choice Items

For these items, they’ll choose the best answer 
from the answer choices, and fill in one bubble for 

the correct answer



Multiselect Items
For these items, they’ll choose more 
than one correct answer from the 

answer choices, and fill in the 
bubbles for more than one correct 
answer.  They have to be sure to 

read the item carefully 



Editing Task Choice
The student fills in a bubble to indicate the correct number, 
word, or phrase that should replace a blank or a highlighted 

number, word, or phrase



The student fills in bubbles indicating numbers and mathematical symbols to create a 
response. Students respond in response grids in which they write their answer in the 

boxes at the top of the grid, then fill in the corresponding bubble underneath each box

Equation Editor



Matching Items



4th and 5th Grade Writing
• 120 minutes in length
• Having to read 2 or more related texts
• Read, Comprehend, and Respond to an Opinion or 

Informational Prompt
• Students will be given a 1-page planning sheet and 3 one-

sided lined pages.  Planning Sheet not scored. (Quality 
supercedes quantity!)

• Being grading on organization (4points), details (4 
points), and conventions (2 points) used

• Score combined with Reading Assessment



Word Count Range for 
Text Sets (Several texts written on a single topic) 

800 – 1300



Sample Prompts



Writing Sample Prompt





4,4,2 4,4,2



3,2,12,2,2



2,1,1 1,1,1





Science FCAT – 5th Grade
• Follows NGSS Standards
• Paper and pencil
• Tests cumulative standards
• from previous grades 
• Students can access Stemscope lessons 

at all grade levels on SSO



Thinking Like A Scientist at 
Home Can  Help

• Science lessons in the class emphasize the importance o students analyzing what they 

learn in order to deepen their thinking, expand their knowledge, and develop their own 

ideas and conclusions. 

In order to build science skills, your 5th grader...

Conducts experiments using the scientific method (there are many different ways 

people present "the scientific method," but here's a basic example):

Questions, observes, and researches

Develops a hypothesis (based on observations and research)

Makes predictions

Experiments

Develops a conclusion



Sample Science questions…



What’s Tested?



FSA Portal
http://www.fsassessment.org

Click on Students and Parents.

http://www.fsassessment.org/


Helping Your Child At Home

Use Technology as review.

Read together EVERY night.

Ask your child questions.

Make sure your child is using TEXT EVIDENCE.

Review multiplication and division tables.

Review your child’s homework.



Building Reading Stamina
Reading stamina is a child's ability to focus and read independently for long periods of time without 

being distracted or without distracting others. More time spent reading independently will lead to 

greater achievements in reading.

How you can help your child develop reading stamina?

• Choose "just right" books. Help your child choose books that he/she can read independently. This 

means he/she should be able to decode almost every word in the book correctly.

• Start with 20-30 minutes of reading time, and work up from there. Add a few minutes to your 

reading time every week or so. Keep track of your child’s progress and celebrate successes!



Websites Students Can Use At Home
In Clever…

• iReady Reading and Math 
• NewsELA
• Online Textbooks
• Teacher choice



Practicing for the Test

Prior to administering each assessment, test 
administrators conduct a practice test that 

contains sample test items to prepare students for 
the item types they will encounter during 

testing. Practice Tests are available in the FSA 
Portal for students to practice on their own.



•Get plenty of rest the 
night before each 

testing day

You need 8-10 hours of 
sleep, so go to bed by 

10pm.

•Eat a good nutritious breakfast 
the morning of each testing day

•Take advantage of our FREE 
breakfast to ensure you are 

here on time.

(Milk w/cereal, eggs, and 
fruits.)

•Avoid the morning rush. 
Set out uniform the night 
before. Get to school a 

few minutes earlier than 
you usually do.



• Don’t show your anxiety about your child’s test scores.
• The best advice your can give you child is “relax and do your best!”
• Provide a structured routine for test practice activities, and building stamina.  

Refer to resource handout.
• Give encouragement and positive reinforcement.  Talk with them about their 

fears.  Remind them it is a test on everything they already know, and 
learned in school.

• Discuss good listening skills, follow directions, using test-taking strategies 
learned at school.

• Limiting electronics/screen time before testing will help students focus as 
well

How you can help before the test!







At the end of the day, the most overwhelming key to a child’s 
success is the positive involvement of parents.

Jane D. Hull

Thank you for your continued support in 
your child’s education.



Any questions or concerns?
Contact me at 

cari.rodriguez@browardschools.com


